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Abstract. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces. We prove that an operator

T from X into Y maps compact subsets of X into subsets of Y that lie

inside ranges of y-valued measures if and only if its dual operator T* factors

through a subspace of an L'(A¿)-space. In fact, we prove that every compact is

taken into a subset of a compact range. We also prove that T* is 1-summing

if and only if T maps compact subsets into subsets of Y lying inside ranges

of vector measures with bounded variation.

Introduction

In [PR] the authors proved that the compact subsets of a Banach space X

lie inside ranges of .Y-valued measures if and only if X* can be embedded

in an Lx-space. In this paper we introduce the operator ideal 32 of linear

operators taking compact subsets of X into subsets that lie inside the range of

a 7-valued measure. Another natural operator ideal arises if we require these

measures to have bounded variation. So we denote by 32^ the operator ideal

of linear operators taking compact subsets of X into subsets that lie inside the

range of a 7-valued measure with bounded variation.

The study of the ideal 32 (resp., 32by) is simplified thanks to the fact that
in order for every compact subset of X to lie inside the range of an X-valued

measure (resp. with bounded variation) it is enough to check norm null se-

quences. This is based on the fact that every norm compact set is contained

inside the closed convex hull of a norm null sequence and, on the other hand,

on an important stability result concerning vector measures: if K is the range

of a vector measure, so is co~(K).

In § 1 we introduce the notation and recall some results about ranges of vector

measures. In §2 we study the bounded variation case and we show that 3?bv is

the dual ideal of Ylx . In §3 we study the ideal 32 and prove that T belongs
to 32 if and only if T* factors through a subspace of an Lx (p)-space. We

complete this section showing that an operator T belongs to 32 if and only if

SoT belongs to 32^ whenever S is 1-summing.
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1. Notation and preliminaries

We will use the classical notation in Banach space theory. We will consider

all Banach space over real numbers. If X is a Banach space, X* will denote its

dual space and Bx its closed unit ball. For a subset K of X, co~(K) will be

the closed convex hull of K . As usual Cq(X) (h(X)) will stand for the Banach

space of norm null sequences (absolutely convergent series) in X.

If r:I-»y is a continuous and linear operator, we shorten to operator.

We refer to [P] or [J] for the definition of the nuclear and p-summing norm

(1 < p < oo) of an operator T, denoted respectively by n(T) and np(T).

If X and 7 are Banach spaces, JV(X, 7) (Ylp(X, 7)) will be the space of
nuclear (p-summing) operators from X into 7.

We will consider only countably additive measures defined on a-algebras. If

Z is a fj-algebra of subsets of a set Q, X is a Banach space, and m : Z —> X is

such a measure, we will denote by \m\ the variation of m , which is an extended

positive measure, by tv(m) its total variation, that is, tv(m) = |m|(Q), and by

\\m\\ its (total) semivariation

||m|| = sup{|x* o m\(Q) : x* £ Bx-}.

If tv(ra) < +oo, we will say that m has bounded variation. The range of m

will be denoted by rg(m), that is, rg(m) = {m(A) : A £ Z} .
We will need several known results providing us the existence of sufficiently

many ranges of measures. We summarize them in the next three propositions.

Proposition A. If X is a Banach space and m is an X-valued measure, then

there exists an X-valued measure m such that co(rg(m)) = rg(m). In this case,

we have \\m\\ — \\m\\ and tv(m) = tv(m).

The existence of m is due to Ryll-Nardzewsky, see [Du, p. 274]. For the last

assertion see [R].

The next proposition can be proved easily using a direct sum of vector mea-

sures [KK, p. 35].

Proposition B. Let X be a Banach space and (m„) a sequence of X-valued

measures. If ^\\mn\\ < +oo (resp. ^tv(mn) < +oo), then there exists an

X-valued measure in m (resp. of bounded variation) such that

(a) rg(m) = £rg(m„) = {IXi*« : x„ erg(ra„)},

(b) IN|<£||m„||   (tv(m) = £tv(m„)).

If m : Z —> X is a countably additive vector measure then it is well known

that there exists a "control measure" for m, that is, a nonnegative countably

additive measure p so that m is /¿-continuous. The linear bounded operator

Tm: f £ L°°(p) —> ¡ f dm £ X is weak*-weak continuous. As was mentioned

earlier, cö~(rg(m)) is also the range of a vector measure. In fact, based on

Ryll-Nardzewsky's result, we have

Proposition C. Let m : Z —> X be a vector measure and p a control measure for

m . Then there exists an X-valued measure m such that rg(m) = Tm(BLX,^).

If m has bounded variation then m can be chosen so that tv(fh) < 2tv(m).
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Proof. Let 3§ betheBorel cr-algebra of subsets of [-1, 1] and X the Lebesgue

measure on [-1, 1]. Let Ú = £2 x [-1, 1] and Z be the a-algebra generated

by IxJ. Define m : Z -► X by

m(E)= [ X({t£[0, I]: (co, t) £E})dm- [ X({t £ [-1,0]: (co, t) £E})dm
Jo. Ja

for all E £ Z. Obviously, rg(AÀi) c Tm(BL°o(ß)). To check the reverse in-

clusion, let / £ BLoo(^. Choose g: Q, —> R measurable such that g = f

¿t-almost everywhere and ||g||oo = ll/lloo • Then it is sufficient to look at E+ =

{(co,t):0<t< g(to)} and É- = {(co, t) : g(co) < t < 0} to get J^fdm =

m(É+uÉ-).

2. Operators whose dual is 1-summing

We denote by R\,v(X) the vector space of all sequences (x„) in X so that

there exists an X-valued measure m with finite variation and satisfying

(1) {x„ : n £ N} c rg(w).

If (x„) belongs to R\,V(X) we put ||(x„)||bv = inftv(m), where the infimum

is taken over all vector measures m admissible in (1). Obviously, we have

(2) IKx^lU < ||(x„)||bv   for all (xn) £ Rbv(X).

We also consider the space Rbvc(X) of all sequences (x„) in X such that

there exists an absolutely convergent series J2 yn satisfying

oo

(3) {xn:n£N}cJ2l-yn,yn],
n=\

where

Y^-^y^y^ = {Yla"y" '■ (Q") €/°°' iKa»)ii°° ^1}-
A! = l

J2l*Lx[-yn , yn] is called a countable sum of segments; it is a compact convex

subset of X . The operator T: l^ —► X defined by T(an) — ̂ anyn is weak*-

weak continuous, compact, 1-summing and we have

oo

Y,i-y»>y»ï = T(Bij-
n=\

Y^n^=d~yn ' yn] is tne range of an obvious measure with finite variation equal

to 2£||i>„||, so we have Rbvc(X) c Rbv(X). If (x„) belongs to Rbvc(X) we

set
oo

ll(-K«)llbvc = inf^||v„||,
n=l

the infimum being taken over all absolutely convergent series admissible in (3).

Obviously, we have

(4) IKxJIloo < ||(x„)||bv < 2||(x„)||bvc.
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Proposition 2.1. (a) (Rbv(X), || • ||bv) and (Rbvc(X), ||-|lbvc) are Banach spaces.

(b) A sequence (x„) belongs to Rbvc(X) if and only if the linear map defined

by
oo

(an) £ lx -► ̂ a„x„ G X

n=\

is nuclear.

(c) If 2^,x* is a weakly unconditionally Cauchy (w.u.C.) series in X*, then

the linear form defined by
oo

cp: (xn) £ Rbvc(X) -> ^(x„ , x*n) £ K

«=i

is well defined and continuous.

Proof. We omit the straightforward verifications of statements (a) and (b) and

only make a remark on the completeness assertion. To this end, it suffices

to prove that any absolutely summable series in Rbv(X) (resp. Rbvc(X)) is

convergent. In the case of Rbv(X) we will use Proposition B.

(c) If (x„) is a sequence belonging to Rbvc(X) and we choose an absolutely

convergent series J2 y„ so that

{x„:AzeN}c <J2akyk : \ak\ <1     ,

then we have
oo oooo / oo \ C  oo ^

£ K*»'*»*>! =Ç EE 10*'<>l^    £>*||   sup   £|(x,x;)|:||x||<l    .
n=l k=\ n=\ \k=\ / U=l J

Then </> is well defined and continuous since

\(<ß, (xn))\ < (sup If] \{x,x*n)\ : 11*11 < l| j ||(x„)||bvc.

Theorem 2.2. Let T be a continuous and linear map from X into Y.   The

following statements are equivalent:

(a) (Txn) belongs to Rbv(Y) for every null sequence (x„) in X.

(b) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for every finite subset H of Bx

there is a Y-valued measure m so that T(H) c rg(w) and tv(m) < c.

(c) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for every finite subset H of

Bx there is a finite subset {yj}fJLl  of Y so that T(H) c ¿Z,7=d~yj> ̂1 an<^

(d) (Tx„) belongs to /?bvc(7) for every null sequence (x„) in X.

Proof,   (a) =► (b) Define f: c0(X) -» Rbv(Y) by

(xn) £ Co(X) -, (Txn) £ Rbv(Y).

Then T is linear and has closed graph; therefore, T is bounded. So we have

||(r*,oil,<imili(xn)||oo

for all (x„) £ cq(X) and (b) follows with c = \\f\\.
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(b) => (c) Let H = {x\, ... , x„} be a finite subset of Bx ■ There exists a 7-

valued measure m such that tv(w) < c and T(H) c rg(w). Choose A¡ such

that Txj = m(Aj) and consider the a-field Zo generated by {Ax, ... , An} on

Q. If Ex, ... , Em are the atoms of Zo, we put y} = m(Ef) for j = I, ... , m .

Let us note that

r(//)c|¿a^:K|<ll

and
m I m        \

^\\yj\\<\rn\\\jEj\ <tv(m)<c.

Hence we get (c).

(c) =* (d) Define f : X™ -» 7^> by

(x„) e (jw, y. ii^) _» (rx„) e (yw, || • ||bvc),

where A^ denotes the vector space of all sequences (x„) is X that contain

only finitely many x„ ^ 0. Then T is linear and such that ||T'(x„)||bvc <

c||(Jcn)||oo for all (x„) e I^». Since XW is dense in c0(X), using (4), it

follows that (Txn) belongs to Rbvc(Y) for all null sequences (x„) in X and

IK^)llbvc < 4(*«)IU •
(d) => (a) This is obvious.

Let X and 7 be real Banach spaces. We say that an operator T: X -» 7

belongs to 32bv(X, 7) if it takes each null sequence (x„) in X into a sequence

(Tx„) lying inside the range of a 7-valued measure with finite variation. It can

easily be seen that 32bw is an operator ideal in the sense of Pietsch. We will

prove that 32bv is the dual operator ideal of n¡ (see [P]).

We suppose 7 is identified with a subspace of 7** and denote the canonical

injection from 7 into 7** by J . Then we have

Proposition 2.3. If T is a continuous and linear operator from X into Y, then

T £ 32bv(X, 7) if and only if JT £ 32bv(X, Y**).

Proof. The "if part is obvious since 32bv is an operator ideal. To prove the

"only if part, let T be an operator such that JT £ 32bv(X, 7**). By Theorem

1.2, there exists a constant c>0 so that every finite subset H = {x,}"=1 of

Bx lies inside the range of a 7**-valued measure m for which tv(m) < c.

Choose Ai so that JTx¡ — m(A¡) and consider the cr-algebra Zo generated by

{Ax, ... , An} on Q. Let m be the restriction of m to Z0 and Z be the finite-

dimensional linear span of rg(Áñ). By the "principle of Local Reflexivity" [Pi,

p. 6], given e > 0, there exists a one-to-one operator S: Z —> Y, with Sx = x

for all x £ Z n 7, and ||5|| < 1 + e . Thus m\ — S °m is a 7-valued measure

for which we have {Tx¡}"=i c rg(wi) and tv(wi) < (1 +e)c. The proposition

follows from Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.4. If X and Y are real Banach spaces, the following statements are

equivalent:

(a) Tc32bs(X,Y),
(b) T*: 7* -* X* is l-summing.
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Proof, (a) => (b) Let J2y^ be a w.u. Cauchy series in 7*. By Theorem 2.2,

the linear map T defined by

(xn) £ Co(X)-^ (Txn) £ Rbvc(Y)

is continuous. Since Proposition 1.1 tells us that the linear form

0:(v«)e/?bvc(7)^^(v„,v*)eE

is continuous, it follows that <p o T is a linear and continuous form on cq(X) .

Thus X) l|7,*>nll < +00 because l\(X*) is the dual space of cq(X) .
(b) => (a) If (x„) is a null sequence in X, we consider the linear map

A defined by (an) eh-* Y,anTxn £ Y. Its dual map A*:y* £ 7* -»
((Tx„ , y*)) e loo is 1-summing because it is the composition of the maps x* e

X* —> ((x„, x,)) £ loo and T*. Then A* is integral and, hence, so is A . By

[DU, p. 234], A admits a factorization

h -»   Y    -* Y**
s/ /Q

L°°(ß)        - Lx(p)

where p is a finite regular measure on some compact Hausdorff space fl,

/: L°°(p) —► Lx(p) is the natural inclusion, and S and Q are bounded lin-

ear operators. Since / is weak*-weak continuous and 1-summing, it has a

representing measure m with bounded variation. It follows from Proposi-

tion C that there is an Lx (p)-\alued measure m with bounded variation such

that rg(m) = I(BLx^). Then aaz, = Q o m is a 7**-valued measure so

that JTxn £ arg(mi) for all n £ N and a suitable constant a > 0. This

proves that JT £ 32bv(X, Y**). A look at Proposition 2.3 will tell you that

T£32bv(X, 7).

3. The operator ideal 32

In [PR] the authors introduced the vector space R(X) of all sequences (x„)

in X so that there exists an X-valued measure m satisfying

(5) {xn : n £ N} c rg(w),

endowed with the norm ||(x„)||r = inf ||m||, where the infimum is taken over all

vector measures m admissible in (5).
We also consider sequences in X that lie inside the range of a vector mea-

sure with relatively compact range. We denote by RC(X) the vector space of

all such sequences (x„) in X. By [PR, Proposition 1.4], if (x„) belongs to

RC(X), there exists an unconditionally convergent series \^yk satisfying x„ £

Y,[~yk, yû f°r all n . The operator T: loo -* X defined by T(a„) - Y,any„

is weak*-weak continuous, compact and we have

oo

n=\

By Proposition C, Y\-yn,yn] is the range of a measure m with compact range

for which

||m||<2sup|¿K^,x*)|:x*e^.|.
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If (x„) belongs to jRc(X) we set

||(x„)||rc = inf sup i ¿ \(yk , x*)| : x* £ Bx- > ,

the infimum being taken over all u.c. series Ylyk suchthat {x„} is contained

in YX-yk,yk\-
The next proposition contains without proof some properties of the spaces

R(X) and RC(X), which we will need (see [PR]).

Proposition 3.1. (a) (R(X), || ||r) and (RC(X), \\ \\rc) are Banach spaces.

(b) IKx^lU < ||(x„)||f < 2\\(x„)\\rc for all (x„) e RC(X).
(c) ||(x„)|U < ||(x„)||f for all (xn) £ R(X).
(d) If Co(X) c R(X) then c0(Z) c R(Z) for every quotient Z of X.
(e) c0(Lœ(X)) c R(L°°(X)) for every extended positive measure.

Using a similar argument to that of the bounded variation case, we have

Proposition 3.2. If T is a continuous and linear operator from X into Y, then

T£32(X,Y) if and only if JT £32 (X, Y**).

Theorem 3.3. Let T be an operator from X into Y. The following statements

are equivalent:

(a) (Tx„) belongs to R(Y) for every null sequence (x„) in X.

(b) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for every finite subset H of Bx

there is a Y-valued measure m so that T(H) c rg(An) and ||w|| < c.

(c) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for every finite subset H of Bx

there is a finite subset {yj}™=x of Y so that T(H) c ¿JL,[-y7, yf\ and

svxp\y^\(yi,y*)\:y*£Bx\<c.

(d) (Txn) belongs to RC(Y) for every null sequence (xn) in X.

(e) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for every finite-dimensional sub-

space E of 7* the operator T^: E —► X* admits a factorization

E -^        X*

¿\ /B
HE

where He is a subspace of lx , \\A\\ < 1 , and \\B\\ < c .

(f) T* factors through a subspace H of an Lx (p)-space.

Proof. The proofs of (a) => (b), (b) => (c), and (c) => (d) are similar to that

of the bounded variation case.

(d) => (e) Let E be a finite-dimensional subspace of 7*. Given e > 0, we

choose a finite subset [x\, ... , xn} of Sx so that

(6) ||x*|| < (1 -r-e)sup{|(x,-,x*)|: i= 1, ... , n}   for all x* e T*(E).

By (d) there exists an unconditionally convergent series ^ Vn in 7 such that

oo

(7) {Txi : i <n} cjy-yj, yj]

j=i
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and

(8) sup I f^\(yj, y*)\: y* £ By A <c.

We now define A: E —> lx by y* £ E —► (c~x)J2(yj > y*)ej e h and
B: A(E) -» X* by ß(^y*) = T*y*. To prove that B is well defined, let
y* £ E such that Ay* = 0. Then (_p;, y*) = 0 for all j £ N, and it follows
from (7) that (Tx¡,y*) = 0 for i = 1, ... , n. Thus (6) yields T*y* = 0.

Finally, by (7) and (8) we have P|| < 1 and ||£|| < (1 + e)c.
(e) =>• (f) By a similar argument to that in [LP, Proposition 7.1] one can

prove that T* admits a factorization through a subspace of an Lx(p)-space.

(f) => (a) If T* admits such a factorization, then T** factors through a

quotient of an L°°(p)-space. By Proposition 3.1, T maps each null sequence

(x„) into a sequence (Tx„) lying inside the range of a 7**-valued measure.

Then Proposition 3.2 yields T £ 32(X, 7).

Finally, we have obtained the following multiplication theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Let T be an operator from X into Y . The following statements

are equivalent:

(a)T£32(X,y).
(b) ST £ 32bv(X, Z) for every Banach space Z and every operator S £

n,(7,z).
(c) ST £ N(X, h) for every operator S £ n,(7, /,).

(d) There exists a constant c > 0 such that £"_, \\T*y*\\ < c£™=1 11^*11

whenever ¿ZU \(y, V¡)\ < E/Li Ifr, ̂ /)l M all y £ Y.
Proof, (a) =>• (b) Let (x„) be a null sequence in X. By Theorem 3.3 there

exists an unconditionally convergent series J2yn in 7 so that 7"x„ £

¿Z%i[-yjyyj] for a11 « e N. Then STxn £ E^J-^Vj-, Syß for all « e N

and Ell^'ll < +°° • So (STxn) belongs to Rbvc(Z).
(b) =*• (c) Let x„* = r*S*(eB). By Theorem 2.2, (ST)*: /„ -» X* is 1-

summing, so Ylxn is an absolutely convergent series. Then STx =¿~^,<pc, x*)en ,

so ST is nuclear.

(c) =* (d) Since ST belongs to yT(X, /]) for all S £ Ylx(Y, lx), we can
define the operator U : S £ Ylx (7, lx ) -► ST £ JV(X, lx ) that has closed graph.
Indeed, if (S„ , SnTn)„ is convergent to (S, R) in n,(7, /,) xyT(X, /,), then

S„ -♦ S in n,(7, /,) and S„T„ -► /? in JV(X, lx). Since ^i(^) < n(A) for
all nuclear operator, it follows that

nx(R - ST) < 7tx(R - SnT) + 7ix(SnT - ST)

<n(R-SnT) + \\T\\7tx(Sn-S).

This yields immediately that R — ST = 0 , so U has closed graph. Hence there

is a constant c > 0 such that

(9) n(ST) < c7ix(S)   for all S e III (y, A).

If {y*}"=x and {y]}f=i are finite subsets of 7* so that

n m

(10) £l<y,rtf>l<EK>''tf>l    forall>;G7,
i=l /=!
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we define two linear operators A and B from 7 into lx by

Ay = ¿Z(-y>y*)e' and By = ¿Z^'yj>ei

for all y £ Y, where {en : n £ N} is the unit basis of ¡x. From (10) it follows

that ni(A) < nx(B). This and (9) yield

(11) n(AT) <C7tx(A)<cnx(B)<cn(B).

But n(AT) = ¿2\\T*y¡\\ and n(B) = £||y*|| because the Banach spaces

jV(X,lx) and A(X*) are isometric [J, 1.15]. So the implication follows.

(d) => (a) We shall show that for every finite-dimensional subspace E of

7* the operator T| : E —> X* admits a factorization

£■        -»        X*

//£

where //^ is a subspace of an Lx(p)-space, \\A\\ < 1, and \\B\\ < c. Then (a)

follows from Theorem 3.3. To prove that 7~£ admits such a factorization, using

a similar argument given in the proof of [PL, Theorem 7.3], one can prove that

there exists a positive measure p on S — {s £ E* : \\s\\ = 1} such that

¡\(z*,s)\dp<c ¡\(y*,s)\dp
Js Js

for all z* £ E and for all y* £ E with ||z*|| = ||r*y*|| = 1. Let

y = inf {jT \(y* , j)|^ : \\T*y*\\ = 1, y* £ E J .

The number y is not 0 and we can define two operators A: E —> Lx(p) by

Ay* = (yc)-x]y. and B: A(E) -» X* by 5(/r) = T*y* satisfying p|| < 1 ,
||5|| <c,and BA = T*E.

4. Remarks and examples

Example 4.1. Let 1 < p < 2 . If T is an operator from X into 7 such that T*

is p-summing, then T £32(X, 7). Indeed, T* admits a factorization through

a subspace of an LP (p)-space, and it is known that LP(p) embeds isometrically

into Lx for 1 <p<2. However, if p > 2, there are operators T whose dual

T* is p-summing but they do not belong to 32 . In fact, let p > 2 and choose

c £ (1, p/2). Then the operator T defined by

(a») G /, -► (AJ-c/pa„) G /,

maps the null sequence (nclp~xl2en) into the sequence (e„/y/ñ) that is not

inside the range of a measure [AD], but its dual T* is p-summing [P, p. 234].

In Theorem 2.2 we have proved that for an operator T the statement "7"

maps each null sequence into a sequence lying inside the range of a vector mea-

sure with bounded variation" and UT maps each null sequence into a sequence

lying inside a countable sum of segments" are equivalent. However, the next

example shows that this equivalence is not true for isolated null sequences.
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Example 4.2. There exists a null sequence in L'[0, 1] that lies in the range of

a measure with bounded variation but not in any countable sum of segments.

Indeed, the sequence (X[(k-i)/n,k/n])ne®, i<k<n is a null sequence in L'[0, 1]

that is contained in the range of the vector measure aaz: A £ Jzf —> Xa £ Lx[0 , 1]

where 5? denotes the a -algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, 1 ]. But

it is not contained in any countable sum of segments. Otherwise, by Proposi-

tion 2.1 the operator (a„j/t) £ h -» T,an,kX[(k-i)/n,k/n] e Lx[0, 1] would be
nuclear. Then, by the well-known Grothendieck Theorem [DU, p. 259], the

set {X[{k-i)/n,k/n] : n £ N, 1 < Ac < «} ought to be equimeasurable, that is,

for every e > 0 there exists a set A(e) G S? so that p(A(e)) > 1 - e and

{X[(k-i)/n,k/n]nA(e) : " G N, 1 < Ac < aï} is relatively compact in L°°[0, 1]. But

obviously, this is not the case.

Remark 4.3. Since the bidual operator T** of a 1-summing operator T is

also 1-summing, Theorem 2.4 yields the following dual characterization of 1-

summing operators:

(i) T is 1-summing if and only if T* maps each null sequence from 7*

into a sequence from X* lying inside a countable sum of segments.

(ii) T* is 1-summing if and only if T maps each null sequence from X

into a sequence from 7 lying inside a countable sum of segments.
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